Welcome & Coffee 08.45 - 09.15 am
Introduction by Vincent Kaufmann and Patrick Rérat 09.15 - 09.30 am

01 LIFE COURSE [ENG/FR] 09.30 - 11.00 am

- Aurélie SCHMASSMANN [Université de Lausanne] - Four key factors for understanding the cycling trajectories of young people.
- Julia-Pearl AVELINE [Université Bourgogne Franche-Comté] - Does the event really stimulate behavioral change? Recontextualize and redefine the events of constantly evolving life courses to better understand their impact on daily travel practices.

Coffee break 11.00 - 11.15 am

02 MOBILITY AND MIGRATION [ENG] 11.15 - 12.45 pm

- Alessandra POLIDORI [Université de Neuchâtel ; EHESS] - The Nexus Between Mobility and Migration in Youth Studies Field.

Lunch break - Géopolis 12.45 - 1.45 pm

03 INFRASTRUCTURE AND POLICIES DYNAMIC [ENG] 1.45 - 3.45 pm

- Thibault CARCANO [Sorbonne Université] - Norms of (im)mobility as an indicator for places' publicness – an ethnographic study of the everyday life in French and Italian railway stations.
- Ondřej ŠPETIK, Zdeněk TOMES, Vilém PARIL [Masaryk University] - Rail competition and price dynamics in Austria and the Czech Republic
- Francesca LACQUA [University of Milano Bicocca] - Moving in intermediate areas. Emerging challenges and railway infrastructures transformations.
- Cinzia ZANETTI, Dimitri MARINCEK, Christian KAISER, Patrick RÉRAT [Université de Lausanne] - The obduracy of road infrastructure: an analysis of cycling at intersections.

Coffee break 3.45 - 4.00 pm

KEYNOTE - PROF. GREG MARSDEN [ENG] 4.00 - 5.30 pm
Prof. of transport Governance, University of Leeds

Dinner - Restaurant du Milan 7.00 pm
Welcome & Coffee 09.00 - 09.15 am

04 USER PRACTICES AND PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE [ENG] 9.15 - 10.45 am

- Annina THALLER [University of Graz] - Designing an effective and fair phase-out of fossil fueled cars.
- Marion ALBERTELLI [Université Gustave Eiffel] - From rail service to interchange: an analysis of how French stations fit into mobility policies and user practices.

Coffee break 10.45 - 11.00 am

05 SOCIAL INEQUALITY [ENG] 11.00 - 12.30 pm

- Maya El KHAWAND [Université Gustave Eiffel] - Mobility dependency in peri-urban region: The case of Creil and La Roche-sur-Foron.
- Eloi BERNIER [EPFL] - Between the right and duty to mobility: discussion of a suitable motility for professional integration.

Lunch break - Géopolis 12.30 - 1.30 pm

KEYNOTE - SYLVIE LANDRIEVE [FR] 1.30 - 2.30 am
Co-directrice du Forum Vies Mobiles

Coffee break 2.30 - 2.45 pm

06 MOBILE METHODS [FR/ENG] 2.45 - 4.15 pm

- Davide CECCATO [Université de Lausanne] - Quantifying (Over)tourism and mobility in Venice, Italy: a critical perspective.
- Carole ADAM, Benoit GAUDOU [Université Grenoble-Alpes et Toulouse] - An agent-based model of modal choice with perception biases and habits
- Suzanne PEYRARD [EHESS] - From Screen to Street: How Smartphones Shape Smart City Mobility